Tournament Regulation 2019
„U-19 Pfingstturnier TSV Plattenhardt“

1. General
The international „Pfingstturnier“ of TSV Plattenhardt 1895 e.V. football
competition is open for U-19 Youth teams. (Cut-Of-Date 201: 1st Jan. 2000)
8 teams can take part in the tournament. It is held from June 8th – 10th, 2019.
2. Tournament administration and supervision
The TSV Plattenhardt is responsible for the tournament. Supervisor of the
competition is the “Württembergischen Fußballverbandes e.V.” (WFV) (regional
football association).
3. Board of arbitrators
All matches have to follow the regulations of the German Football Association
“Deutscher Fußballverband e. V.”(DFB) and the additional rules of the WFV.
In case of any matters of dispute 3 persons must build a board of arbitrators
composed of the tournament supervisor as chairman and 2 assessors.
No club is allowed to have more than 1 single person in this board. One member of
the board must be member of the organizing club (TSV Plattenhardt 1895 e.V.).
The decision of the board shall be final. No objections are allowed for any breaches
of rules by a referee or because of the violation of the WFV association articles and
regulations (§ 15 Rechts- und Verfahrensordnung).
4. Number of players, proof of authority, Replacements
Each team can name any number of players per match day and enter them on the
team form. Players and substitutes are not allowed to take part in the tournament
if they cannot show a valid player’s license or another identification card with
photo, if photo and/or signature is missing in the player’s license, if there is no
club stamp on the photo. This is also valid for international / foreign teams which
do not have player’s licenses comparable to the German ones.
In each match 4 substitutes can be exchanged. Therefore the match must be
interrupted and the new player has to be announced to the referee.
5. Match scoring, Table
Scoring is with the 3-point-system. If two or more teams in the table have the
same score and goal difference, the team that has scored more goals will be better
placed. If the number of goals is the same, the next criterion is the direct
comparison. If this also ended in a draw, then one or more penalty shootings take
place for decision. If more teams are eligible, the lot decides in which order the
teams will compete against each other.
If a club cancels a match or causes a game break, the match in question is lost to
him with 0:3 goals and his opponent is deemed to have won. If the goal difference
is less than 3:0 at the end of a match, the score will be determined according to
the status at the time of cancellation. Teams which have caused a break off are not
allowed to take part in the tournament anymore.
6. Playing time
The playing time is 2 x 25 minutes (halftime 5 minutes). Only the final can have
a extension of 2 x 5 minutes. In all other cases there will be a penalty shooting
(see 5.). Each team has to name 3 players which take part in a penalty shooting.

7. Penalties
- Yellow card
- Time disqualification (5 minutes)
- Game disqualification (red card)
A player who got a red card must not take part in this tournament-day anymore.
8. Groups
The teams are playing in two groups with 4 teams each. The teams on position 1
and 2 of each group are qualified for semi-final. The teams on position 3, 4 have
classification matches for position 5 and 7.
In the semi-final the team on position 1 of each group plays against team on
position 2 of the other group. The loosers of these games play for position 3, the
winners will play the final.
9. Identity of Tricots
In case of identity of tricot colour the team names first in the schedule has to
change.
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